Play mode: 5 rounds Swiss system or complete rounds tournament
Time control: 10 minutes plus 5 seconds per move for each player
Rules: Basque Chess rules are displayed in the tournament hall.
Every player simultaneously plays one game with white pieces and another game with black pieces against an allotted opponent.
Registration: In the tournament hall until 9.45 pm
At the same time, attendance check (also applies to pre-registered players).
Players arriving after 9.45 pm can no longer participate!
Entry fee: Adults EUR 10.00, under 18 EUR 5.00
Prizes: 1st Place: EUR 100.00 + Trophy / 2nd Place: EUR 50.00 / 3rd Place: EUR 30.00 + Trophy / 4th Place: EUR 20.00
Prize money is guaranteed! Double prizes are excluded.

8. Blitz Chess Tournament (Lower Franconian Individual Blitz Chess Tournament)
Sunday, 4 June 2017, 3.00 p.m.
Play mode: 15 rounds Swiss system, standardised chess equipment
Time control: 5 minutes per player
Rules: FIDE regulations for Blitz chess
Registration: Please register by email, fax or online.
In the tournament room until 2.45 pm
At the same time, attendance check (also applies to pre-registered players).
Entry fee: 10.00 € per player, under 18 5.00 € with prior registration.
Prizes: 1st Place 250 € / Trophy / 2nd Place 150 € / 3rd Place 100 €.
Best youth U18: € 25.00 / U14: € 25.
Ratings prizes and non-cash prizes are optional. Prize money may be adjusted to number of participants.

7. Poker tournament "for those who hadn’t had enough"
Sunday, 4 June 2017, 8.00 p.m.
Play mode: 100,000 chips per player and 20 min. blinds games are played according to the international rules of NoLimit Texas Hold‘em, at designated tournament tables.
Maximum number of participants is ten. Playing multiple tables simultaneously or changing seats during the tournament is not permitted unless told otherwise by the tournament director. Every player plays for himself and may not give advice to other players. At the beginning of the tournament, every player receives chips worth the value of 100,000. As the number of places is limited to 30, it is possible to play under the condition that two players share a seat and take turns in playing.
Playing by the Multiple Freezout Mode, the game is played until one player succeeds in accumulating all the chips.
Registration: In the tournament room until 7.45 pm
At the same time, attendance check (also applies to pre-registered players).
Players arriving after 7.45 pm can no longer participate!
Entry fee: 10.00 € per player
Prizes: 1st Place: 250 € / Trophy / 2nd Place 150 € / 3rd Place 100 €.
4th Place: 150 € / 3rd Place € 25.
Ratings prizes and non-cash prizes are optional. Prize money is guaranteed! Double prizes are excluded.
Organiser: Schachclub 1957 Bad Königshofen e.V.
Venue: Großer Kursaal at FrankenTherme
Am Kurzentrum 1
97631 Bad Königshofen
Germany
www.schachclub1957.de
It is our aim to provide an attractive festival for all. All prize money is guaranteed, which will certainly add China and be very popular with female chess players. Basque Chess is another new discipline which we are established as part of the programme. Her as "Crazy Chess") and Chess960 have been firmly favourite discipline, and affectionately nicknamed by Olga Girya have already confirmed their attendance. You as World Champion and European Champion WGM with the opportunity for first-hand experience with world champions. Blitz World Champion Chess GM Valentina Gunina and Youth World Champion and European Champion WGM Olga Girya have already confirmed their attendance. Simultaneous tournament (this is GM Valentina Gunina’s favourite discipline, and affectionately nicknamed by her as "Crazy Chess") and Chess960 have been firmly established as part of the programme. Basque Chess is another new discipline which we are offering. It is also played at the “World Mind Games” in the Basque Country, and at the “World Mind Games” in Spain. It has also been played at the “World Mind Games” in France and at the “World Mind Games” in Italy. It has also been played at the “World Mind Games” in the Basque Country, and at the “World Mind Games” in Spain. It has also been played at the “World Mind Games” in France and at the “World Mind Games” in Italy.